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alan mathison turing obe frs ˈ tj ʊər ɪ ŋ 23 june 1912 7 june
1954 was an english mathematician computer scientist logician
cryptanalyst philosopher and theoretical biologist alan
turing was a british mathematician and logician a major
contributor to mathematics cryptanalysis computer science and
artificial intelligence he invented the universal turing
machine an abstract computing machine that encapsulates the
fundamental logical principles of the digital computer alan
mathison turing 1912 1954 was a talented british
mathematician and logician whose work laid the foundation for
modern computer science and artificial intelligence he made
significant alan matthison turing 1912 1954 a british
mathematician and logician was an unequaled pioneering force
in what became the discipline of computer science and the
field of artificial intelligence alan turing 1912 1954 never
described himself as a philosopher but his 1950 paper
computing machinery and intelligence is one of the most
frequently cited in modern philosophical literature turing
machine hypothetical computing device introduced in 1936 by
the english mathematician and logician alan m turing turing
originally conceived the machine as a mathematical tool that
could infallibly recognize undecidable propositions i e those
mathematical statements that within a given formal axiom
system cannot be shown to be alan turing was a brilliant
british mathematician who took a leading role in breaking
nazi ciphers during wwii in his seminal 1936 paper he proved
that there cannot exist any universal a turing machine is a
mathematical model of computation describing an abstract
machine that manipulates symbols on a strip of tape according
to a table of rules despite the model s simplicity it is
capable of implementing any computer algorithm turing was a
founding father of artificial intelligence and of modern
cognitive science and he was a leading early exponent of the
hypothesis that the human brain is in large part a digital
computing machine alan mathison turing 1912 1954 was one of
england s foremost mathematicians and computer scientists
because of his work in artificial intelligence and
codebreaking along with his groundbreaking enigma machine he
is credited with ending world war ii turing s life ended in
tragedy alan mathison turing quick info born 23 june 1912
london england died 7 june 1954 wilmslow cheshire england
summary alan turing s work was fundamental in the theoretical
foundations of computer science view seven larger pictures
biography alan turing was born at paddington london alan
turing an english mathematician logician and cryptanalyst was
a computer pioneer often remembered for his contributions to
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the fields of artificial intelligence and modern computer
science before either even existed turing is probably best
known for what is now dubbed the turing test alan turing is
the father of modern computer science turing essentially
pioneered the idea of computer memory in 1936 turing
published a seminal paper called on computable numbers the
acm a m turing award is an annual prize given by the
association for computing machinery acm for contributions of
lasting and major technical importance to computer science it
is generally recognized as the highest distinction in the
field of computer science and is often referred to as the
nobel prize of computing the acm a m turing award often
referred to as the nobel prize of computing carries a 1
million prize with financial support provided by google inc
the award is named for alan m turing the british
mathematician who articulated the mathematical foundations of
computing on june 7 1954 alan turing a british mathematician
who has since been acknowledged as one the most innovative
and powerful thinkers of the 20th century sometimes called
the progenitor of the story of turing s life fascinates and
in the years since his suicide turing s reputation has only
grown as his contributions to logic mathematics computing
artificial intelligence and computational biology have become
better appreciated i computing machinery and intelligence by
a m turing publication date 1950 10 topics psychology
philosophy computer science mathematics collection opensource
to commemorate the centenary of turing s birth this
republication of his mother s biography is enriched by a new
foreword by martin davis and a never before published memoir
by alan s older brother british mathematician who in 1937
formulated a precise mathematical concept for a theoretical
computing machine a key step in the development of the first
computer after the war he designed computers for the british
government and helped in developing the concept of artificial
intelligence
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alan turing wikipedia May 22 2024 alan mathison turing obe
frs ˈ tj ʊər ɪ ŋ 23 june 1912 7 june 1954 was an english
mathematician computer scientist logician cryptanalyst
philosopher and theoretical biologist
alan turing biography facts computer machine education Apr 21
2024 alan turing was a british mathematician and logician a
major contributor to mathematics cryptanalysis computer
science and artificial intelligence he invented the universal
turing machine an abstract computing machine that
encapsulates the fundamental logical principles of the
digital computer
alan turing biography code breaking computer death history
Mar 20 2024 alan mathison turing 1912 1954 was a talented
british mathematician and logician whose work laid the
foundation for modern computer science and artificial
intelligence he made significant
about alan m turing charles babbage institute college of Feb
19 2024 alan matthison turing 1912 1954 a british
mathematician and logician was an unequaled pioneering force
in what became the discipline of computer science and the
field of artificial intelligence
alan turing stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Jan 18 2024
alan turing 1912 1954 never described himself as a
philosopher but his 1950 paper computing machinery and
intelligence is one of the most frequently cited in modern
philosophical literature
turing machine definition facts britannica Dec 17 2023 turing
machine hypothetical computing device introduced in 1936 by
the english mathematician and logician alan m turing turing
originally conceived the machine as a mathematical tool that
could infallibly recognize undecidable propositions i e those
mathematical statements that within a given formal axiom
system cannot be shown to be
alan turing education movie quotes biography Nov 16 2023 alan
turing was a brilliant british mathematician who took a
leading role in breaking nazi ciphers during wwii in his
seminal 1936 paper he proved that there cannot exist any
universal
turing machine wikipedia Oct 15 2023 a turing machine is a
mathematical model of computation describing an abstract
machine that manipulates symbols on a strip of tape according
to a table of rules despite the model s simplicity it is
capable of implementing any computer algorithm
alan turing computer designer codebreaker enigma Sep 14 2023
turing was a founding father of artificial intelligence and
of modern cognitive science and he was a leading early
exponent of the hypothesis that the human brain is in large
part a digital computing machine
life of alan turing code breaking computer scientist
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thoughtco Aug 13 2023 alan mathison turing 1912 1954 was one
of england s foremost mathematicians and computer scientists
because of his work in artificial intelligence and
codebreaking along with his groundbreaking enigma machine he
is credited with ending world war ii turing s life ended in
tragedy
alan turing 1912 1954 biography mactutor history of Jul 12
2023 alan mathison turing quick info born 23 june 1912 london
england died 7 june 1954 wilmslow cheshire england summary
alan turing s work was fundamental in the theoretical
foundations of computer science view seven larger pictures
biography alan turing was born at paddington london
the enigma of alan turing cia the world factbook Jun 11 2023
alan turing an english mathematician logician and
cryptanalyst was a computer pioneer often remembered for his
contributions to the fields of artificial intelligence and
modern computer science before either even existed turing is
probably best known for what is now dubbed the turing test
alan turing facts mental floss May 10 2023 alan turing is the
father of modern computer science turing essentially
pioneered the idea of computer memory in 1936 turing
published a seminal paper called on computable numbers
turing award wikipedia Apr 09 2023 the acm a m turing award
is an annual prize given by the association for computing
machinery acm for contributions of lasting and major
technical importance to computer science it is generally
recognized as the highest distinction in the field of
computer science and is often referred to as the nobel prize
of computing
a m turing award Mar 08 2023 the acm a m turing award often
referred to as the nobel prize of computing carries a 1
million prize with financial support provided by google inc
the award is named for alan m turing the british
mathematician who articulated the mathematical foundations of
computing
overlooked no more alan turing condemned code breaker and Feb
07 2023 on june 7 1954 alan turing a british mathematician
who has since been acknowledged as one the most innovative
and powerful thinkers of the 20th century sometimes called
the progenitor of
alan m turing turing sara 1881 1976 free download Jan 06 2023
the story of turing s life fascinates and in the years since
his suicide turing s reputation has only grown as his
contributions to logic mathematics computing artificial
intelligence and computational biology have become better
appreciated
i computing machinery and intelligence a m turing free Dec 05
2022 i computing machinery and intelligence by a m turing
publication date 1950 10 topics psychology philosophy
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computer science mathematics collection opensource
alan m turing centenary edition amazon com Nov 04 2022 to
commemorate the centenary of turing s birth this
republication of his mother s biography is enriched by a new
foreword by martin davis and a never before published memoir
by alan s older brother
turing definition meaning dictionary com Oct 03 2022 british
mathematician who in 1937 formulated a precise mathematical
concept for a theoretical computing machine a key step in the
development of the first computer after the war he designed
computers for the british government and helped in developing
the concept of artificial intelligence
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